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01 Accelerating transformation requires stronger integration

The business landscape is undergoing
a fundamental shift as enterprises
pursue transformation at greater speed
and scale in a world that is increasingly
technology enabled.
Leading enterprises need to create
capabilities that allow for better
collaboration across teams, cultures
and platforms. For competitive
advantage, they need to build and
deploy applications faster, and
move them seamlessly across
multiple clouds. At the same time,
they must manage the complexity
of infrastructures that support and
integrate these growing ambitions.
Fostering an open and innovative
environment that enables speed,
portability, flexibility and scalability
is more important than ever before.

The growth of multicloud
environments
94% of customers are using multiple
cloud environments and 67% of
enterprise customers are using more
than one public cloud provider. Not
surprisingly, IT leaders are concerned
about limitations to their current
hybrid cloud environments:

Percentage of IT leaders
concerned by a limited ability to:
Connect
multiple clouds
Move data
between clouds
Consistently
manage clouds

Sources: IDC Cloud Forecast, BCG & McKinsey

82%
73%
67%

Limiting downtime, making data
portable and protected, and
accelerating the journey to cloud
are leading priorities for modern
enterprises. The success of your
organization depends on how
effectively you navigate the multicloud
world with these priorities in mind.
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02 IBM and Red Hat provide expertise for your unique cloud journey

Faster, more innovative transformation
requires building cloud native.
Employing Red Hat OpenShift,
a Kubernetes container platform,
allows IT teams to easily package
applications and processes and move
them seamlessly across multiple
clouds. The ability to build once and
deploy anywhere establishes freedom
of choice for cloud infrastructure and
supports changing business needs
over time. IT leaders and developers
can now increase their focus on
business innovation rather than
technology maintenance.
But building cloud native is only the
beginning. Having the right support
at the outset, and throughout
implementation and ongoing
management, is critical to capturing
the full potential of open environments.

IBM Services™ and Red Hat:
Deliver application
modernization and
migration at speed.

Help lift and shift any
type of workload across
an environment that
is cloud hosted, cloud
enabled or cloud native.
Support cloud-native
innovation with agile
design methods,
together with flexibility
and scale of open hybrid
cloud technologies
Allow for ongoing
management and support.

IBM Services and Red Hat
can help you orchestrate
and manage multiple vendors
and technologies, putting
control back in your hands.
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03 How IBM Services and Red Hat help 		
you quickly transform and scale
Build once and deploy anywhere through
open, container-based platforms on
the cloud vendors of your choice.

04 Trademarks and notes

Open

Gain agility and flexibility in your
open multicloud landscape no
matter what stage you’re at in
your cloud journey.

Portable

Automate application
deployment, scaling and
management with Kubernetes.

Secure

Help keep your data from being
exposed with security-rich features
that can fend off threats and lower
business risk.

Build once.
Deploy anywhere.
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03 How IBM Services and Red Hat help 		
you quickly transform and scale
Wherever you are in your cloud journey,
IBM Services and Red Hat can help with
one of the following services:

IBM Services for Cloud Strategy
– Cloud Technology Architecture
for Red Hat
– Cloud Technology Strategy
and Roadmap for Red Hat
– Cloud Resiliency Architecture
for Red Hat
– Cloud Strategy with Red Hat

IBM Services for Cloud Migration

– Application Migration
on Red Hat OpenShift
– Application Modernization on Red Hat
– Cloud Migration for Red Hat
– Modernization with IBM Cloud Paks
– Modernization on Mainframe

IBM Services for Cloud Development
– Build Applications on Red Hat
– DevOps on Red Hat
– Multicloud Deployment Services
for Red Hat
– DevOps with IBM Cloud Paks
– Build Applications with
IBM Cloud Paks

IBM Services for Cloud Management
– Cloud Backup as a Service for Red Hat
– Cloud Managed Services on IBM Z®
– Cloud Resiliency Orchestration
for Red Hat
– DevOps Monitoring and Management
– Disaster Recovery as a Service
for Red Hat
– Maintenance and Management
for Red Hat
– Management Services
for Red Hat OpenShift
– Managed Private Cloud
Infrastructure as a Service
– DevOps Container Monitoring and
Management for Red Hat
– Ignite Quality and Test for Red Hat

IBM Services for
Next Gen Enterprise
– SAP Red Hat
– Oracle Red Hat

Your business needs speed, flexibility
and scalability to counter the challenges
and uncertainty of rapid multicloud
change. With IBM Services and Red Hat,
you can streamline and accelerate your
journey to cloud with confidence.

Ready to take the next step
in your cloud journey?
Learn more

IBM Technology Support Services
– Open Source Software Support
– Multivendor Premier Software Care
– Support for Red Hat

Smart is open.
Open is smart.
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